
August 31,2016

fall Creek Estates BOA Vitality Grant - 5 Year Proposal Beginning Fall 2016

Fall Creek Estates Home Owners Association proposes the following beautification and
improvements to the Greenbelt common area (lot 36) to be completed within five years.
These include a multi-purpose pavilion, erosion control using riprap rocks, extension of
the granite walking paths, rain water harvesting, concrete benches, and exercise stations
along the trails. The long term goal of this project is to maintain the beauty, safety, and
functionality of the Greenbelt path, and provide a place for our community to mingle,
exercise, and engage in community events and celebrations.

Fall Creek Estates HOA has the capacity to execute and maintain this project for years to
come (Please see grant application). The project is cost effective, sufficiently funded, and
there will be no ongoing maintenance or repairs required from the City of Garland.

The need for walking trails, a multi purpose pavilion, and exercise stations was discussed
and proposed by homeowners at our annual HOA meeting in March 2016.

Improvements will provide for erosion control and the enhancement of a people and
animal friendly environment. Using the HOA Greenbelt Plan (see prints attached) for
guidance, the HOA will extend the current development along both sides of the Greenbelt
to the south end of the property.

The BOA Greenbelt Plan provides for forest edge cleanup and preparation to remove
over growth, placing riprap rock along the exposed edge and erosion points, extending
the walking paths, placing concrete benches and exercise stations along the paths, and
creating water harvesting stations along the trails. Water harvesting is an eco-friendly
and cost effective way to keep new sod, shrubs, and existing grass from drying out. Rain
water harvesting is being used in cities across the country as an environmentally friendly
way to maintain the beauty of parks and walking trails.

We will go approximately 30 feet inward from the perimeter of lot 36 for this project.
The remaining space will continue to be wildlife friendly. The Greenbelt will also
continue to provide visibility, shielding, and noise abatement between the east side and
west side homes along the Greenbelt. Photos attached show the previous improvements
and the starting point for the continuation of new beautification and improvements.

A summary description of affected lots is given (refer to attached prints).
West Side Greenbelt improvements begins at lot 37 and continues along lots
41,42,43,44,45,46,47 and the circle to the south property line.

East side improvements begin at lot 35, through the circle, and continue along lots 34, 33,
32,31, and 30 through the circle, and lot 28 to the south property line.



Project Proposal:

1. The cost of Erosion control, riprap rock, granite walking trails, preparation, and
concrete benches with roof tops for water harvesting is approximately $72,934; (please
see the attached bid from the Grounds Company and photos of two completed sections).
*It was suggested that we consider using mesh under the riprap rock to improve erosion
control; we have decided that this is not necessary, and that riprap rock alone has
prevented erosion for over two years in the two sections that have already been
completed.

2. Cost of the Multi-purpose pavilion is approximately $14,600 based on a quote from
Richard Blagg Contracting (please see attached bid and photo). The pavilion will be
located on the corner of Ravine Crossing and Overlook. It will be weather friendly, have
cedar wood framing, a concrete foundation, and crushed marble flooring. It will also use
decorative stone on the support columns, and have a weather proof roof to provide shade
and rain protection.

3. Cost and installation of 4 Outdoor exercise stations along the walking paths is
approximately $9,102.61 based on a bid from American Parks Company. (Please see
attached photos and bid). The exercise stations will be strategically placed along the
running/walking trails on the west side of the Greenbelt. The four pieces of equipment
come with a one year warranty.

4. An additional $3,368.39 in contingency funds to align with the project scope, and to be
used for the purchase of additional line items in the original proposal. For example:
more granite for the walking path, or more riprap rock for erosion control.

Total cost of the 5 year project is approximately $100,000.

Project Phases and Timeline:

Phase 1. Construct and complete the Multi-purpose pavilion in late 2016 or early 2017.
Timing depends on the date of City of Garland's acceptance of our proposal. Total =
$14,600.

Phases 2-5. Complete the Erosion control project and all line items associated with it.
Timeline for each section and approximate cost for each section will be submitted to the
City of Garland before September 9th. A map of the project plan and sections will be
included. Total = $72,934 to be split into 4-5 sections over 5 years.

Phase 4 or 5. Install the 4 Exercise stations along the walking trail on the west side of
the Greenbelt. The exact phase and date of installation are dependent on when we
complete the erosion control line items on that side of the Greenbelt; we will install the
equipment after the erosion control and walking trails are completed. TBD by
September 9th

• Total = $9,102.61



* *The City of Garland's initial feedback referenced steep grades, drainage easements,
and a 100 year floodplain. Fall Creek Estates HOA does not think that these will be a
concern.

Thank you for considering our project, and helping us to beautify and improve Fall Creek
Estates!

Gwynne Waldorf

J~(;J~
Vice President of Fall Creek Estates HOA



Previously Completed 50% of West side to the back of 1510 Weathered Wood Lane.
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A few pictures of completed common area follows: ,..---- ..-----.~.--.-.
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